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SHOP SHEARS
Light weight, strong shears for cutting composite materials

DESCRIPTION
Our Shop Shears are lightweight (1/2 the weight of other shears) and stronger than most metal shears. Shop
Shears have larger handles to reduce stress and thicker blades for heavy duty cutting. Fabricated from 440C
stainless steel throughout handles for strength. Shop Shears are one of the hardest and smoothest cutting
shears available, with approx. 60 HRC, hardened throughout.
Other advantages are: 45 ° honed cutting edge, soft santoprene inserts to cushion your hands and
double-locking nuts for strength.
Serrated edges are available at an additional charge.

SIZES
Product reference

Type

Length

Weight

SS - 7205 - 8

Straight shears

8 in (20 cm)

5.3 oz (150 g)

SS - 7230 - 9

Straight shears

9 in (23 cm)

6 oz (170 g)

SS - 7250 - 10

Straight shears

10 in (25 cm)

7.4 oz (210 g)

SS - 7280 - 11

Straight shears

11 in (28 cm)

8.7 oz (248 g)

SS - 7300 - 12

Straight shears

12 in (31 cm)

10.8 oz (306 g)

NOTES
> Resharpen smooth edge only. Do not resharpen serrated edge.
> Shop Shears Sharpener is available and comes with a training video.
Caution:
Avoid touching the blades. They are extremely sharp and can cause serious injury.
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